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Topic 1: Update in Prostate 
Cancer Grading



Gleason Grading System

✓Donald Gleason devised Gleason Grading System in 1966

✓Glandular architecture under low power magnification (x10) →
Grades 3-5

✓Gleason score = most common pattern + 2nd most common pattern



ISUP Grading System

✓International Society of Urological Pathologists and WHO proposed 
an updated grading system in 2014



Landmark Paper

• Multi-centre study

• 845 men treated with 
RP

• 5501 men treated 
with XRT



Recurrence-free Survival after Radical Prostatectomy

Gleason 3 + 3 = GG 1 

Gleason 3 + 4 = GG 2

Gleason 4 + 3 = GG 3

Gleason 4 + 4 = GG 4

Gleason 9-10 = GG 5

Epstein et al, European Urology 2016



Advantages of ISUP Grading

✓Simplified

✓Patient-centric 
✓“My cancer is a 6 out of 10” 

✓Better education

✓More accurate prognostic tool



Topic 2: Five Common Myths 
About Prostate Cancer



1. Give Empiric Antibiotics for 
Elevated PSA 



✓Compared with controls not receiving antibiotic, use of ciprofloxacin 
was not associated with a statistically significant change in PSA level 
(P = 0.33) 



✓No role for empiric antibiotics in asymptomatic men with “elevated 
PSA”



2. PSA < 4ng/mL is normal

PSA > 4ng/mL is abnormal



Risk of PCa in men undergoing biopsy for 
“normal PSA values <4ng/mL”



✓PSA has revolutionized the diagnosis of prostate cancer

✓PSA is organ but not cancer-specific

✓PSA signifies a continuum of risk → higher levels indicating greater 
likelihood of prostate cancer…

✓Low PSA does not rule out prostate cancer!



3. Testosterone Therapy in 
Prostate Cancer



3a. Testosterone Therapy 
Increases Risk of Prostate 

Cancer



✓26 RCTs

✓Prostate cancer unrelated to endogenous testosterone levels

✓TT does not increase PSA levels nor the risk of prostate cancer



✓3850 men from the Swedish Prostate Cancer Register, 1% received TT

✓In multivariable analysis, no association was found between TT and 
overall prostate cancer risk

✓TT significantly lowered the risk of aggressive prostate cancer!



3b. Never Give Testosterone 
in Men with Prostate Cancer



✓69,984 men from the US Veteran Affairs Registry who were treated with 
surgery or radiation, ~1.5% received TT

✓TT did not increase the risks of biochemical recurrence or prostate 
cancer-specific mortality or overall mortality

✓TT is safe in appropriate men after definitive treatment of localized PCa

Sarker et al, Prostate Cancer 2020



✓Regardless of the administration method, TT does not appear to 
increase PSA or risk of prostate cancer development

✓In men with treated prostate cancer, TT does not impact recurrence 
nor cancer-specific or overall survival

✓In men with untreated prostate cancer, the studies are limited by 
their retrospective design, few participants, and short follow-up 
periods→ Testosterone not recommended



4. Gleason 6 or Grade Group 1 
Prostate Cancer Must Be Treated



What is Active Surveillance?

✓Careful monitoring of low-risk 
prostate cancer

✓Various protocols incorporating 
periodic:
✓PSA

✓Digital rectal exam

✓MRI prostate

✓Prostate biopsy

✓Goals

✓Maintain quality of life

✓Avoid or postpone morbidity 
of radical treatment



Why is Active Surveillance important?

✓PSA screening → Stage and Grade migration in the diagnosis of 
prostate cancer → Earlier Stage and Grade prostate cancer

✓Concerns regarding overdiagnosis and overtreatment

✓Active surveillance allows decoupling between diagnosis of prostate 
cancer and radical treatment



Toronto Data



Toronto Data (Klotz et al)

✓993 men with low or intermediate risk prostate cancer

✓Feasible and safe in the 15-year time

✓2.8% developed metastatic disease

✓1.5% died of prostate cancer



Johns Hopkins Data



Johns Hopkins Data (2016, 2020)

✓1818 men with GG 1 prostate cancer

✓ 15-year cumulative incidence of 
✓Metastasis → 0.1%
✓Mortality → 0.1% 

✓Biopsy reclassification
✓5 years → 21% 
✓10 years → 30% 
✓15 years → 32% 



Take Home re Active Surveillance

✓Allows patient and physician to decouple diagnosis from treatment

✓Safe in studies with long-term follow up

✓Discuss early in prostate cancer journey: PSA → biopsy → Rx

✓Preferred management strategy for most men with Grade Group 1 
prostate cancer 



5. Never Give 5-Alpha Reductase 
Inhibitors (5-ARI) In Men with 

Prostate Cancer



Potential Issues with Active Surveillance

✓Patient anxiety

✓Up to 60% of men will convert to radical treatment within 5 years

✓Reasons for switching to radical treatment

✓Anxiety

✓PSA changes

✓Pathological progression



5-alpha Reductase Inhibitors

✓Dutasteride or finasteride

✓May delay the progression of prostate cancer (secondary 
chemoprevention)

✓Growing body of literature to support 5ARIs in secondary 
prevention/progression



✓Largest series with longest follow up

✓361 consecutive men on active surveillance

✓5-ARI use vs. no 5-ARI use



✓In men on active surveillance….

✓5-ARI reduces pathological progression at 5 and 10 years

✓5-ARI reduces radical treatment at 5 and 10 years



Take Home re 5ARIs

✓Safe

✓May reduce progression in GG1 prostate cancer

✓May reduce need for radical treatment



Topic 3: Robotic Radical 
Prostatectomy in High-risk 

Cancer





Preamble

✓Treatment of high risk and locally advanced PCa has traditionally
tilted towards radiation therapy

✓There is no level 1 evidence favoring radiation over surgery in this
setting

✓There is ample evidence that surgery has an increasing role in
treating high risk and locally advanced disease, often as part of a
multimodal regimen



Surgery or Radiation?



Wallis CJ et al, 

Eur Urol, 2015

Overall Survival

Prostate 
Cancer 
Specific 
Mortality



Wallis CJ et al, Eur Urol, 2015

We identified an increased risk of overall and prostate cancer-specific
mortality for patients treated with radiotherapy compared with surgery after
adjustment for common patient and tumor prognostic factors



Multimodal therapy

✓Combination of multiple modalities to optimize cancer control

✓Surgery

✓Radiation

✓Androgen deprivation therapy



High-Risk Patients

✓Grade group 3-5

✓N1 disease on staging

✓Salvage prostatectomy after radiation



Extended PLND for High-risk 
Prostate Cancer



Extended PLND 

90% of landing sites





Take Home re High-risk Prostate Cancer

✓ RP + ePLND is a safe and feasible option for high-risk PCa with 
oncological outcomes at least similar to XRT + ADT

✓ RP + ePLND should be considered the first step of a multimodal

treatment of high-risk PCa

✓ Patients with high-risk prostate cancer likely benefit the most from 

radical surgery



Summary

✓ISUP grading is the new standard Prostate Cancer Grading

✓Debunked Five Common Myths About Prostate Cancer

✓Antibiotics with elevated PSA

✓“Normal PSA”

✓Testosterone and risk of prostate cancer

✓All prostate cancer must be treated

✓5ARI not safe in prostate cancer

✓Robotic Radical Prostatectomy Benefits High-risk Prostate Cancer Most
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